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ABSTRACT 

A retrospective validation study was implemented to identify 

the defining characteristics of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in 

Comfort-Pain, specifically chest pain. The interventions instituted 

by coronary care nurses to relieve the chest pain were also explored. 

Fifty-two records were reviewed. A Demographic Instrument (DI) and 

Alteration in Comfort-Pain (Chest Pain) Intervention Instrument (ACPII) 

were developed for the study and the Alteration in Comfort-Pain Assess

ment Tool for Chest Pain (ACPAT-CP) was revised from the Alteration 

in Comfort-Pain Assessment Tool (ACPAT) for the study. The three 

instruments were assessed for content validity and reliability. The 

critical defining characteristic was determined to be a verbal complaint 

of chest pain with or without a specific descriptor and nurses made 

the appropriate nursing diagnosis- for chest pain in the majority of 

the records reviewed. Nursing interventions documented for the relief 

of chest pain were interdependent interventions, specifically monitoring 

and an electrocardiogram. The results indicated that there is a need 

for improved documentation in nurses' notes. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Nursing has been described by the American Nurses' Association 

(ANA) in the ANA Social Policy Statement as "the diagnosis and treatment 

of human responses to actual or potential health problems" (1980, 

p. 9). Essential to nursing is the nursing process. The nursing 

process has been described by Gordon as a problem-solving, systematic 

approach to care delivery which describes the intellectual activity 

of the nurse (1982). For the last decade, four phases of the nursing 

process have been described and implemented. The four phases are 

assessment, which includes nursing diagnosis; planning; intervention 

and evaluation. Nursing diagnosis was defined at the First National 

Conference on Classification of Nursing Diagnoses as "the judgment 

or conclusion which occurs as a result of nursing assessment" (Gebbie, 

1975, p. 113). Nursing diagnosis was included in the assessment phase 

"to make visible and explicit that data collected from or about indivi

duals do not lead directly to actions, but must first be critically 

evaluated and interpreted" (Gebbie, 1984, p. 2). 

The original definition for nursing diagnosis was regarded as 

very inadequate by several nursing theorists who attempted to elaborate 

on the definition from different perspectives (Table 1). Yet, despite 

the considerable effort to clarify the definition of nursing diagnosis, 

controversy developed due to the limited value of nursing diagnosis 
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Table 1. Definitions of Nursing Diagnosis 

Author Defi nition 

Bircher 

Carpenito 

Gebbie 

Gordon 

Moritz 

"Independent nursing function; an evaluation of client's 

personal responses to his human experience throughout 

the life cycle, be they developmental or accidental 

crises, illness, hardships or other stresses" (1975, 

P. 12). 

"Statement that describes the human response of an indivi

dual or group to life processes so that the nurse can 

legally identify the response and can then order the 

definitive interventions to promote the health state 

or to reduce, eliminate, or prevent alterations from 

health" (1987, p. 596). 

"The judgment or conclusion that occurs as a result of 

nursing assessment" (1975, p. 113). 

"Actual or potential health problem which nurses by virtue 

of their education and experience are capable and licensed 

to treat" (1979, p. 489). 

"Responses to actual or potential health problems which 

nurses by virtue of their education and experience are 

able, licensed, and legally responsible and accountable 

to treat" (1982, p. 53). 
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Table 1. Continued 

Author Definition 

Mundinger "Statement of a patient's response which is actually 

& Jauron or potentially unhealthful and which nursing intervention 

can help to change in the direction of health. It should 

also identify essential factors related to the unhealthful 

response" (1975, p. 97). 

Shoemaker "Clinical judgment about an individual family or community 

which is derived through a deliberate, systematic process 

of data collection and analysis" (1985, p. 387). 
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in the full scope of nursing practice. The problems that were encoun

tered included independent and collaborative judgment. As a solution, 

Carpenito (1987) suggested that there are nursing diagnoses and 

collaborative problems. Collaborative problems are suggested by 

Carpenito (1987) to be physiological complications whereby nurses use 

monitoring skills so that they may collaborate with medicine to provide 

definitive treatment. 

Critical care nurses deal with complex patient problems that 

require interventions that are both independent and collaborative or 

interdependent in nature. Thus, for nursing diagnoses to be inclusive 

of all that nursing cioes, they must include the independent and inter

dependent components. Interdependent nursing interventions are those 

which the nurse makes on the basis of independent judgment and decision 

making to carry out medical orders (including standing orders) or to 

implement the medical regimen (Kim, 1984). A problem frequently dealt 

with in coronary care units that demands independent and interdependent 

intervention is chest pain. Independent interventions may include 

relaxation techniques and positioning, whereas interdependent interven

tions may be the administration of medications and oxygen based upon 

the etiology of the pain. Both types of interventions are essential 

for the relief of pain. 

Pain has been addressed by the North American Nursing Diagnosis 

Association (NANDA) as the nursing diagnosis of Alteration in Comfort-

Pain. The etiological or related factors for the nursing diagnosis 

of pain according to Gordon (1986-1987) are a result of a knowledge 
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deficit (pain management techniques) or injuring agents (biological, 

chemical, physical and psychological). Intervention, to be effective, 

should be based upon the identified etiology. Pain as experienced 

by one patient, for example, may have a physiological basis that needs 

to be recognized to determine interventions. The signs and symptoms 

are "the cues that reflect the existence of a pattern".., or the 

"observed characteristics of the health problem defined" (Price, 1980, 

p. 668). The signs and symptoms also "refer to those defining charac

teristics that must be present for the nursing diagnosis to be made" 

(Guzzetta & Dossey, 1983, p. 284). The indicators for the nursing 

diagnosis, alteration in comfort: pain, may be reports or demonstration 

of discomfort and/or facial mask of pain, crying and others (Carpenito, 

1987). 

The nursing diagnosis for pain is used frequently in coronary 

care units for patients with complaints of chest pain. However, the 

nursing diagnosis alteration in comfort-paim was developed for all 

types of pain. Many of the defining characteristics may not be appli

cable to patients with chest pain. Validation of the defining 

characteristics specifically for chest pain could ensure appropriate 

usage of the nursing diagnosis alteration in comfort-pain in the 

coronary care areas for patients with chest pain. 

Statement of the Problem 

Since the introduction of nursing diagnoses into clinical prac

tice, experts in nursing have attempted to classify every nursing 

problem with a specific label. Following the proceedings of the Eighth 
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Conference, 98 diagnostic categories were accepted for clinical testing 

by NANDA (Carroll-Johnson, 1989). Every nursing diagnosis has its 

place in nursing practice, however, Alteration in Comfort: Pain may 

be applicable to patients encountered in every area of nursing practice. 

The cause of the pain may be the physical problem itself, but what 

is done to keep the patient alive is also painful (McCaffery, 1984). 

This is evident in coronary care units, where cardiovascular patients 

complain of chest pain as a result of coronary insufficiency or a 

ventilation perfusion imbalance. However, medical interventions to 

diagnose the etiology of the chest pain may be as painful as symptoms 

of the disease. 

Pain is a complex phenomenon that is not easily understood and 

one that nursing must cope with daily in patient care. It is the most 

frequent and compelling reason why people seek health care assistance 

and nursing is often the most available health care professional they 

encounter (Kim, 1980). This may be confronted in daily patient care 

when patients convey various complaints of headaches, chest pain and 

other pain symptoms to the nurse at the bedside. Nursing can make 

the most valuable contribution in pain control for their patients. 

Therefore, it is imperative that nurses understand the mechanism 

of pain and the signs and symptoms associated with the phenomenon. 

More specific for coronary care nurses is knowledge of the mechanism 

and manifestations of chest pain so appropriate nursing interventions 

may be instituted to relieve the discomfort. Nursing interventions 

are aimed at modifying the related factors, which will eventually modify 

the defining characteristics of the nursing diagnosis (Kim, McFarland 
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& McLane, 1987). The phenomenon of pain has been labeled by NANDA 

as Alteration in Comfort: Pain. Validation of the signs and symptoms 

of this nursing diagnosis may ensure consistency in diagnosing the 

problem of pain. There is limited research on the nursing diagnosis 

for pain, especially chest pain. 

Therefore, the primary focus of this study was investigation 

of the signs and symptoms of the nursing diagnosis, Alteration in Com

fort: Pain for patients with chest pain. It was intended that a more 

precise definition of the nursing diagnosis be formulated for use in 

the coronary care units, for the relief of chest pain. Also, an 

exploration of the nursing interventions that are instituted to relieve 

chest pain, was investigated. 

Purpose of the Study 

One purpose of this study was to validate the defining character

istics of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain in adult 

patients with the admitting diagnosis of chest pain during the first 

24 hours in the Coronary Care Unit (CCU). The second purpose of this 

study was to identify the nursing interventions employed by the nurses 

if they made the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain during 

the first 24 hours. 

Research Questions 

1. What are the major and minor defining characteristics of 

the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain in adult patients 

with chest pain the first 24 hours in the CCU? 
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2. From a review of the defining characteristics for the nursing 

diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain, what are the critical defining 

characteristics specific for chest pain? 

3. When presented with a patient with signs and symptoms of 

chest pain compatible with the established defining characteristics 

of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain, do nurses make 

the appropriate diagnosis? 

4. What are the nursing interventions that are initiated, if 

the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain in patients with chest 

pain has been determined? 

Definition of Terms 

Nursing Diagnosis. "Statement that describes the human response 

of an individual or group to life processes so that the nurse can 

legally identify the response and can then order the definitive inter

ventions to promote the health state or to reduce, eliminate, or prevent 

alterations from health" (Carpenito, 1987, p. 596). 

Defining Characteristics. "A cluster of signs and symptoms 

that are observed in the person with the problem. They can be both 

subjective and objective" (Carpenito, 1987, p. 13). 

Actual Defining Characteristics. Documented defining character

istics that are identified in the medical records. 

Critical Defining Characteristics. The major criteria for 

diagnostic judgment that are found nearly always when the diagnosis 

is present and are absent when the diagnosis is absent (Gordon, 1987). 
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Signs and Symptoms. Refers to those characteristics that are 

present which the nurse may or may not identify as defining character

istics consistent with a nursing diagnosis (Guzzetta & Dossey, 1983). 

Nursing Diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain. "A state in which 

the individual experiences an uncomfortable sensation in response to 

a noxious stimulus" (Carpenito, 1987, p. 160). 

Defining Characteristics of Alteration in Comfort. Cluster 

of signs and symptoms identifying the patient in pain. 

Nursing Interventions. Directives for specific behavior on 

the part of the nurse that are based on a known scientific rationale. 

The expectation is that the prescribed behavior will benefit the client 

in a predicted way related to the diagnosed problem (Carnevali, 1983). 

Independent Nursing Interventions. Those interventions that 

do not require a physician's order (Roberts, 1988). 

Interdependent Nursing Interventions. Those "actions that typi

cally require physicians' orders even though nursing knowledge, judgment 

and discretion are absolute requisites for their successful implementa

tion" (Kim, 1985, p. 281). 

Dependent Nursing Interventions. Interventions that require 

a physician's prescription. They may involve the administration of 

drugs or specific invasive treatment (Roberts, 1988). 

Significance of the Study 

The First National Conference on Classification of Nursing 

Diagnoses was organized by Gebbie and Lavin in 1973. Their intent 

was "to develop an organized logical, comprehensive system for 
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classifying those health problems or health states diagnosed by nurses 

and treated by means of nursing interventions" (Price, 1980, p. 669). 

Since that meeting, 98 approved nursing diagnoses have been generated 

for clinical use and testing (Carroll-Johnson, 1988). In the opinion 

of the National Conference Group, accepted diagnoses are the health 

problems that can be diagnosed and treated by nurses (Price, 1980). 

The majority of these nursing diagnoses were developed inductively 

and involved a retrospective identification of definitions, labels, 

etiologies and characteristics. However, many group members contributed 

to the developing diagnoses without sufficient evidence of expertise 

(Fehring, 1986). 

In 1980, the National Conference Group "clarified the definition 

of nursing diagnosis as a health problem amenable to nursing interven

tion which has been sufficiently refined for clinical testing" (Tanner, 

1985, p. 424). The new definition of nursing diagnosis implies that 

the accepted list is only temporary and final approval is dependent 

upon empirical validation. This can be accomplished through clinical 

testing to determine the occurrence of the diagnostic entity and 

consensual validation of the diagnostic label (Gordon & Sweeny, 1979). 

Therefore, to validate a nursing diagnosis, the cluster of defining 

characteristics must be identified through clinical research. Despite 

this, few research studies have been published that validate nursing 

diagnoses in the clinical setting and until the validity and clinical 

relevance of nursing diagnoses are established and demonstrated they 

will have limited value (Kim, McFarland & McLane, 1984). The valid 

nomenclature allows nurses to communicate to each other in a language 
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they may all understand. Also, a pre-determined set of defining charac

teristics is established for each nursing diagnosis for which nurses 

have the expertise to recognize. 

Pain is a frequent complaint in the acute care setting. In 

a study by Kim, Amoroso-Seritella, Gulanick, Moyer, Parsons, Scherbel, 

Stafford, Suhayda and Yocom (1984) with cardiovascular patients, Altera

tion in Comfort: Pain was the third most frequently occurring nursing 

diagnosis. To provide effective interventions for patients with pain, 

accurate assessment and diagnosis are essential. Therefore, identifi

cation of the defining characteristics of the nursing diagnosis 

Alteration in Comfort: Pain is essential for accurate assessment and 

intervention with patients manifesting pain. 

There are few studies available that address the validation 

issue of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain. An early 

study by McKeehan and Gordon (1980) on the frequency of nursing 

diagnoses in a population of obstetrical-gynecological patients revealed 

Alteration in Comfort: Pain as one frequently used nursing diagnosis. 

Davis1 study (1987) focused on the nursing assessment of the patient 

with the nursing diagnosis of Alteration of Comfort: Chronic Pain. 

The major purpose of the study was to determine the adequacy of the 

McGi11 Comprehensive Pain Questionnaire (MCPQ) for assessing the 

clinical outcomes of patients with chronic pain. Tidwell (1986) 

conducted a retrospective validation study to identify the defining 

characteristics of the nursing diagnosis. Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

on a hospitalized population. In this study, the primary defining 

characteristic were identified. A study identifying the signs and 
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symptoms for the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain specific 

for chest pain was not found in the literature. 

Summary 

Nursing diagnoses are essential components of the nursing 

process. However, until their clinical relevance is demonstrated they 

have limited value in practice as valid nomenclature. Clinical relevance 

may be established by identification of the defining characteristics 

in research. Pain is one of the most compelling reasons that patients 

seek health care and nursing can be effective in relief of their pain. 

Identification of the signs and symptoms of pain is necessary for 

establishment of the nursing diagnosis. Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

and in planning appropriate interventions. There is limited literature 

that identifies the signs and symptoms of the nursing diagnosis for 

pain, in particular chest pain. Therefore, the purpose of this study 

was the validation of the defining characteristics of the nursing 

diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain in adult patients with the 

admitting diagnosis of chest pain. From a review of the defining 

characteristics, identification of the critical defining characteristics 

for chest pain was derived. Finally, the nursing interventions 

associated with this nursing diagnosis related to chest pain were 

explored. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND 
SELECTED REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In this chapter, the conceptual framework is presented and a 

selected review of the literature is discussed. The framework is based 

upon the constructs of defining characteristics, nursing diagnoses 

and nursing interventions, and the concepts of the defining character

istics of alteration in comfort-pain, the nursing diagnosis of Altera

tion in Comfort-Pain and its nursing interventions (Figure 1). The 

model has been adapted from Tidwell's model (1986) for the nursing 

diagnosis. Alteration in Comfort-Pain. 

Defining Characteristics 

In the framework for this study, the constructs are defining 

characteristics, nursing diagnoses, and nursing interventions. Defining 

characteristics of the diagnostic category are "the referents of con

cepts, the observable facts that together make up the concept. For 

nursing diagnosis these referents are the signs and symptoms of a client 

condition" (Bircher, 1982, p. 37). Gordon (1982) described defining 

characteristics as the observable signs and symptoms that are present 

when the health problem is present or when the diagnostic category 

is used clinically. Carpenito (1987) discussed defining characteristics 

as a cluster of signs and symptoms, subjective or objective, that are 

observed in the person with the problem. Signs and symptoms have also 
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+ Nursing 
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Figure 1. Alteration in Comfort-Pain Model 

(Adapted from Tidwell, 1986) 
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been described as "the cues that reflect the existence of a pattern"... 

or the "observed characteristics of the health problems defined" (Price, 

1980, p. 668). Guzzetta and Dossey (1983) stressed that defining 

characteristics are those cues that must be present for the nursing 

diagnosis to be made. For the purposes of this study, the defining 

characteristics were defined as the cluster of signs and symptoms that 

are observed in the person with the problem. They can be both subjec

tive and objective. This description was adapted from Carpenito's (1987) 

definition of defining characteristics. 

One phase of the nursing process is the assessment of the signs 

and symptoms in an effort to identify a pattern, so a judgment or 

nursing diagnoses based on the data may be determined. If the cluster 

of defining characteristics that define a nursing diagnoses is 

inaccurate, an error may result in misdiagnosis and ineffective inter

ventions. 

Nursing Diagnosis 

Nursing diagnoses have been described and analyzed extensively 

in the literature. Nursing diagnoses were initially defined as "the 

judgment or conclusion which occurs as a result of nursing assessment" 

(Gebbie, 1975, p. 113). The more accepted definition was coined by 

Gordon (1976) as a "cluster of signs and symptoms describing an actual 

or potential health problem which nurses, because of their education 

and experience, are licensed and able to treat" (p. 1299). Carpenito 

(1987) defined a nursing diagnosis as "a statement that describes the 

human response and can then order the definitive interventions to 
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promote the health state or to reduce, eliminate, or prevent alterations 

in health" (p. 596). In an effort to encompass the full scope of 

nursing practice, Carpenito (1987) also discussed collaborative problems 

to be "physiological complications that nurses exercise monitoring 

skills to note onset so that they may collaborate with medicine to 

provide definite treatment" (p. 596). Kim (1984) defined a physiologi

cal nursing diagnosis "as an inferential statement made by professional 

nurses that describes physiologic disturbances that impede optimum 

functioning and then direct the nurse to specific interventions, both 

independent and interdependent" (p. 60). Kim (1984) addressed the 

use of physiological nursing diagnoses which lead to independent and 

interdependent nursing actions. Roberts (1988) suggested that nursing 

diagnoses are both behavioral as defined by Gordon (1976) and collabora

tive. Roberts (1988) defined collaborative nursing diagnosis as "a 

cluster of signs and symptoms describing an actual or potential health 

problem such that the nurse consults or collaborates with a physician 

to arrive at the appropriate treatment" (p. 44). 

Nursing diagnosis has been defined according to Roberts' (1988) 

definition of a physiological nursing diagnosis. A physiological 

nursing diagnosis is described as a cluster of signs and symptoms that 

describe an actual or potential health problem that nurses consult 

or collaborate with a physician to arrive at the appropriate treatment 

(Roberts, 1988). 

A nursing diagnosis was described by Mundinger and Jauron (1975) 

as a two-part statement. The problem or unhealthful response of the 

client is the first portion of the statement. The second portion 
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identifies the factor(s) that are maintaining the problem and preventing 

a positive change (Mundinger & Jauron, 1975). The phrase, related 

to, connects the problem and the etiology or the probable cause of 

the problem versus use of the phrase, due to. The usage of this termin

ology was intended to decrease legal hazards in establishing a causal 

relationship and provide flexibility for alteration of both portions 

of the statement if there was a change in one part (Mundinger & Jauron, 

1975). 

Gordon (1976) described a nursing diagnosis as a three step 

process: the actual or potential health problem (P), the etiology of 

the health problem (E), and the signs and symptoms (S). The problem 

(P) is a brief statement of the patient's actual or potential health 

problem, which refers to the state of the patient. Etiology (E) refers 

to the probable cause of the problem or factors related to its develop

ment. Signs/symptoms (S) refer to the specific patient behaviors 

(defining characteristics) observed in the assessment that lead the 

nurse to believe the patient has a specific problem (Guzzetta & Dossey, 

1983). Finally, the problem and etiology are connected by the phrase, 

related to, which forms the diagnostic statement. 

The values of nursing diagnoses have been discussed by Gebbie 

(1984) as providing the nursing profession with a means to communicate 

clearly among themselves and other health professionals. Guzzetta 

and Dossey (1983) indicated that nursing diagnoses provide purpose 

and direction to the nursing process. Standardization, clarification, 

and communication about the patient's health problems to all members 

of the health team are also provided (Guzzetta & Dossey, 1983). 
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Several research studies have been done to reflect the use of 

nursing diagnoses. Brue, Dracup and Walden (1987) did a retrospective 

study to evaluate nursing diagnosis trends in the critical care liter

ature. There was a significant increase in nurse authors with a 

decrease in physician authors, however, the percentage of nurse authors 

who use nursing diagnoses has remained the same (Brue, Dracup & Walden, 

1987). McLane (1987) reviewed research reports that contributed to 

the measurement and validation of diagnostic concepts. There was a 

lack of published replication of diagnostic validation studies and 

many investigators failed to use diagnostic experts to validate the 

nursing diagnoses. In a study by Lessow (1987), the incidence and 

perceived value of nursing diagnoses by nurses were noted. The nursing 

diagnoses of alteration in comfort, anxiety and knowledge deficit were 

the most frequently used by nurses. Lessow (1987) determined from 

this study that nurses believe these diagnoses are most appropriate 

for their patients and reflect the patient problems they identify. 

A literature survey of articles on nursing diagnoses, performed 

by Turkoski (1988), revealed that there were conceptual and theoretical 

differences among nurses about the definitions and purposes of nursing 

diagnoses. There was scant evidence of nursing research aimed at 

validating specific nursing diagnoses or the effect of nursing diagnoses 

on patient care (Turkoski, 1988). 

Nursing Interventions 

Nursing interventions were described by Gordon (1982) as the 

actions taken to help the client move from a present state to the state 
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described in the projected outcomes. The interventions may involve" 

doing for, doing with, or enabling a patient to do something to 

influence or resolve the health problem (Gordon, 1982). A nursing 

diagnosis provides a focus for thinking about what interventions may 

resolve a problem and increases the probability of selecting effective 

interventions (Gordon, 1982). Carnevali (1983) described a nursing 

intervention as a directive for specific behavior by nurses that is 

based on scientific judgment. The expectation is that the prescribed 

behavior will benefit the patient in a predicted way related to the 

diagnosed problem. Nursing interventions are individualized by basing 

the action on collected data (Carnevali, 1983). Bulechek and McCloskey 

(1985) defined a nursing intervention as "an autonomous action based 

on scientific rationale that is executed to benefit the client in a 

predicted way related to the nursing diagnosis and the stated goals" 

(p. 8). Bulechek and McCloskey (1989) updated the definition as "any 

direct care treatment that a nurse performs on behalf of a client" 

(p. 25). The treatments may be nurse-initiated from nursing diagnoses, 

physician-initiated resulting from medical diagnoses, and the perfor

mance of essential daily functions for patients who cannot do for 

themselves (Bulechek & McCloskey, 1989). The main goal of a nursing 

intervention, as discussed by Derdiarian (1987), is "to alleviate, 

minimize, or eradicate problems of disease conditions" (p. 71). The 

effectiveness of an intervention is dependent upon the degree to which 

it is compatible with the problem and specific to the nature and extent 

of the disease condition (Derdiarian, 1987). 
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Kim (1984) discussed nursing interventions, in relation to 

physiological nursing diagnoses, as being independent and interdependent 

in nature. Independent interventions are those that do not require 

a physician's order (Roberts, 1988). An interdependent nursing inter

vention was described by Kim (1984) as that which the nurse makes on 

the basis of independent judgment and decision making to carry out 

medical orders or to implement the medical regimen. Collaborative 

or interdependent interventions were further clarified by Kim (1985) 

as "actions that typically require physicians' orders even though 

nursing knowledge, judgment and discretion are absolute requisites 

for their successful implementation" (p. 281). Roberts (1988) discussed 

the existence of dependent interventions that describe nursing activi

ties requiring a physician's prescription. They may involve the 

administration of drugs or specific invasive treatment and may require 

the use of protocols. 

Nurses choose interventions to treat a nursing diagnosis based 

upon five criteria. The criteria are: the characteristics of the 

nursing diagnosis, the research base associated with the intervention, 

the feasibility of successfully implementing the intervention, the 

acceptability of the intervention to the client, and the capability 

of the nurse (Bulechek & McCloskey, 1985). 

Defining Characteristics of 
Alteration in Comfort 

The defining characteristics of the nursing diagnosis Alteration 

in Comfort-Pain have been investigated in the literature. Sternbach 

(1968) discussed the responses that occur with pain. Gastrointestinal 
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responses are characterized by inhibition of motility as observed in 

complaints of nausea and vomiting (Sternbach, 1968). Changes in 

respirations are noted with a pattern of hyperventilation and an 

increased respiratory rate (Sternbach, 1968). Muscular tension in 

the area of stimulation and changes in the cardiovascular responses 

are noted. These include an elevation of the systolic and diastolic 

pressures, increased pulse rate and peripheral vasoconstriction 

(Sternbach, 1968). 

McCaffery (1972) categorized the behavioral responses to pain 

into eight components: physiological manifestations, verbal statements, 

vocal behaviors, facial expressions, body movement, physical contact, 

general response to environment, and patterns of handling pain. The 

pain experience is usually associated with anxiety which accounts for 

the extremes in behavioral responses. Physiological responses are 

a result of activation of the sympathetic nervous system manifested 

by increased heart rate and respirations, increase in systolic and 

diastolic blood pressure, pallor, dilated pupils, increase in muscle 

tension, cold perspiration, and nausea (McCaffery, 1973). The verbal 

expression of pain is enhanced by one's ability to communicate the 

presence, severity and tolerance of pain. 

Rating scales may assist nurses in assessing the severity of 

pain. The McGill Pain Questionnaire by Melzack (1975), used by patients 

to specify the subjective pain experience, was designed to provide 

quantitative measures of clinical pain. Vocalizations, as determined 

by McCaffery (1972), may include groaning, grunting, whimpering, whining 

and crying. "When a patient does not verbalize or vocalize, facial 
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expressions may be an excellent indication of his pain experience" 

(McCaffery, 1972, p. 20). These expressions may be clenched teeth, 

tightly shutrlips or eyes, and tightened muscles in jaw. Body movements 

that accompany pain may be immobility, purposeless, protective, rhythmic 

or rubbing movements (McCaffery, 1972). A patient's response to the 

environment is usually a withdrawal or lack of interest in the environ

ment. Patterns for handling pain may vary from intellectualizing about 

one's pain, to denial of pain, anger, fear and guilt (McCaffery, 1972). 

Goodman (1983) discussed pain as subjective. Pain cannot be 

seen, but its presence can be recognized in facial expressions, verbal 

descriptions, body landuage and objective clinical signs (e.g., pallor, 

rapid pulse, sweating, and others) (p. 527). 

The manifestations of chest pain may differ slightly depending 

upon the etiology of the pain. Anginal pain may be described as a 

tightness, pressure, or crushing pain, or as an inability to breathe 

(Clark, 1975). Pain may radiate to the left shoulder and to the inner 

aspect of the left arm along the ulnar nerve. Pain may also extend 

to the neck, jaw, teeth or scapular region. Myocardial chest pain 

may mimic anginal pain, however, it is usually more severe and associ

ated with indigestion, nausea and vomiting, diaphoresis, syncope, or 

palpitations (Rossi & Haines, 1979). Tachycardia, tachypnea, decreased 

mentation and jugular venous distention are not uncommon symptoms 

associated with a large infarction. The chest pain experienced with 

Prinzmetal's angina is severe and prolonged in the absence of precipi

tating factors such as exercise and stress (Solack, 1982). 
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Chest pain as a result of pericarditis is sharp, increases with 

inspiration and motion, and may be relieved by leaning forward (Parrish, 

1981). Aortic aneurysms may produce sudden chest pain that is severe, 

radiating to the back, and described as tearing or ripping (Parrish, 

1981). Chest pain resulting from a pulmonary embolus may be a dull 

substernal discomfort or have a pleuritic quality from inflammation 

of the parietal pleura in the area of the infarcted lung (Alexander, 

1976). Development of a pneumothorax may be accompanied by sudden 

onset of sharp pain with a pleuritic component. Chest pain with a 

pulmonary origin may be associated with complaints of dyspnea. Hiatal 

hernias, esophageal reflux and cholecystitis are common examples of 

a gastrointestinal etiology causing chest pain. Chest pain is usually 

located in the thoracic area and described as a dull, burning sensation. 

Associated symptoms of nausea, diaphoresis, fever and abdominal tender

ness may be associated with chest pain of a gastrointestinal origin 

(Parrish, 1981). Musculoskeletal chest pain is usually gradual in 

onset and described as an aching or gripping that is intensified with 

coughing, deep inspiration and motion (Lichstein & Seckler, 1973). 

The major defining characteristic of Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

as determined by NANDA is a verbal report or demonstration of pain 

(Carpenito, 1987). Minor defining characteristics are autonomic 

responses to acute pain such as an increase in blood pressure, increased 

heart rate, increased respirations, diaphoresis and dilated pupils. 

Other minor defining characteristics have been determined by NANDA 

as guarded position, facial mask of pain and crying or moaning 

(Carpenito, 1987). 
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A retrospective validation study of the defining characteristics 

of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain was conducted by 

Tidwell (1986). A review of 100 medical records in a 350 bed hospital 

was done with the intent of identifying and refining the defining 

characteristics of this nursing diagnosis. The Alteration in Comfort-

Pain Assessment Tool (ACPAT) was developed for the purposes of the 

study. The results revealed that the critical cluster of defining 

characteristics for the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

were verbal descriptors of pain, guarded behavior, distraction behavior, 

and facial mask of pain. 

Riordan (1987) conducted a descriptive study using the Alteration 

in Comfort: Pain Checklist designed to validate the defining character

istics of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain. This survey 

consisted of 53 clinical cues taken from a review of the literature 

and the Fourth National Conference for the Classification of Nursing 

diagnoses. A sample of 86 registered nurses participated in the study. 

The statement about pain was the most frequently used diagnostic cue 

for determining the existence of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in 

Comfort: Pain for both acute or chronic pain. 

A study was conducted by Justice (1986) on the identification 

of the assessment cues used by cardiac nurses to differentially diagnose 

the cause of patient's chest pain. This descriptive study used a data 

collection instrument composed of biographical data, a diagnostic task, 

and a questionnaire. Forty two registered nurses were asked to recall 

and request from a prepared list the cues needed to diagnose chest 
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pain. The results indicated that a uniform chest assessment procedure 

did not exist. 

The defining characteristics of Alteration in Comfort-Pain as 

the cluster of signs and symptoms identifying the patient in pain, 

have been described in the literature. Accurate assessment of the 

signs and symptoms is necessary for determining the etiology of the 

pain. 

Nursing Diagnosis Alteration 
in Comfort-Pain 

The nursing diagnosis of Alteration in Comfort-Pain was NANDA's 

label for the cluster of signs and symptoms that nurses would identify 

as the patient's response to pain. Carpenito's (1987) definition for 

the nursing diagnosis of Alteration in Comfort-Pain, as the state in 

which the individual experiences an uncomfortable sensation in response 

to a noxious stimulus, was used in this study. 

Pain is a complex phenomenon that has been described by several 

experts in the study of pain. Melzack (1973) described pain as a 

category of experiences, that signify a multitude of unique events 

with different causes and characterized by different qualities varying 

along a number of sensory and affective dimensions. This phenomenon 

has been defined by Kim (1980) as an "abstract construct which refers 

to a personal, private experience of hurt whose quality and intensity 

are known to be significantly influenced by psychological and socio-

cultural variables" (p. 44). The types of pain have been classified 

as acute, chronic and psychogenic pain. Acute pain is of short duration 

and is useful for diagnostic purposes. "Acute pain is differentiated 
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from other types of pain (e.g., chronic or malignant) and may be defined 

as a subjective experience of discomfort, usually the result of tissue 

damage, and carrying the expectation of relief and resolution with 

a circumscribed time frame" (Radwin, 1987, p. 258). Chronic pain, 

however, serves no useful purpose and lasts more than six months. Pure 

psychogenic pain or pain caused by the patient's mind, is not a common 

occurrence (Armstrong, 1980). 

Visceral pain, due to the few pain receptors of the viscera, 

is poorly localized, unpleasant and associated with nausea and autonomic 

symptoms (Ganong, 1985). Visceral pain is frequently associated with 

referred pain or pain that radiates to somatic structures that have 

the same segmental origin. Cardiac pain is a common example of referred 

pain with radiation to the inner aspect of the left arm (Ganong, 1985). 

The pain experience, although very individual, has two compo

nents, the perception of pain and the response to the pain (Roberts, 

1986). "Perception refers to the physical sensation of pain and is 

sometimes called the sensory-discriminative component" (Armstrong, 

1980, p. 385). This aspect involves the sensory nerve pathways to 

the thalamus. "Reaction" or response to the pain "refers to the psycho

logical, motivational, and cognitive response to pain" (Armstrong, 

1980, p. 385). The limbic brain and cerebral cortex are responsible 

for the reactive component. These structures determine that one's 

response to pain is affected by past pain experiences and the meaning 

pain has for the person. 

Pain threshold and pain tolerance are terms associated with 

the physiological response to pain. "Pain threshold refers to the 
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beginning awareness of the presence of pain and is generally the same 

for most individuals" (Roberts, 1986, p. 508). Pain tolerance has 

been described as "the point at which an individual feels that the 

pain can no longer be tolerated" (Roberts, 1986, p. 508). Pain tolerance 

varies from individual to individual. 

Chest pain is a frequently noted pain symptom in patients in 

critical care. Chest pain may signal that an event related to the 

heart, lungs, blood vessels, gastrointestinal tract or chest wall is 

occurring. These areas are covered by six dermatome bands, which are 

sensory root fields on the skin that share common neural pathways 

(Parrish, 1981). Accurate assessment of the physical location (super

ficial or deep), radiation, the quality (how the patient describes 

it), duration, and frequency of the pain is essential for determining 

the etiology of the pain. Also, precipitating factors, aggravating 

factors, associated symptoms and the patient's past medical history 

assist in the assessment of the chest pain (Clark, 1975). 

An ischemic event of short duration (angina pectoris), or an 

ischemic event from death of myocardial tissue results from an imbalance 

of myocardial oxygen supply and demand. Angina, a result of a 

progressive atherosclerosis, is related to a myocardial need for oxygen 

that increases with exercise, ingestion of a heavy meal, or exposure 

to cold (Johanson, Dungca, Hoffmeister & Wells, 1985). Pain, as a 

result of an infarct, is usually unrelated to exertion or stress and 

may awaken the person from sleep. A myocardial infarction is a result 

of blockage of a coronary artery which results in death of myocardial 

tissue. Ganong (1985) discussed the release of a chemical agent, or 
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the Lewis P factor, that causes pain when the local concentration is 

high enough. When the blood supply is restored, the agent is metabolized 

or washed away. Angina is relieved by rest as this inactivity decreases 

the myocardial oxygen requirement and permits metabolism of the P factor 

with restoration of the blood supply. 

Chest pain may also be related to such common disorders as 

pericarditis, aortic aneurysm, pulmonary embolism, pneumothorax, gastro

intestinal disorders, or chest wall pain from osteoarthritis for 

example. Each disease process may be differentiated by history, physical 

assessment, laboratory tests, x-ray and electrocardiography (Clark, 

1975; Lichstein & Seckler, 1973). Interpretation of the diagnostic 

tests requires time, therefore, until the etiology can be determined, 

assessment and intervention is focused on chest pain relief of unknown 

origi n. 

The subject of pain has received considerable attention over 

the years, due to its complex and multifaceted dimension. Several 

theories have evolved in an effort to explain this phenomenon. The 

affect theory, dating back to Aristotle, considers pain to be an emotion 

rather than a sensation (Kim, 1980). The specificity and pattern 

theories are two opposing theories that were derived from the works 

of von Frey and Goldsheider (1894). The specificity theory, described 

by Melzack (1965), proposed that specific pain receptors in body tissue 

projects impulses via pain fibers to a pain center in the brain. An 

opposing theory that has persisted is the pattern theory. Pain is 

thought to be the result of intense peripheral stimulation that produces 

a spatial or temporal pattern of nerve impulses to the central nervous 
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system which is interpreted as pain (Melzack, 1965). The gate control 

theory, proposed by Melzack and Wall (1965), combined components of 

the pattern and specificity theories. According to this theory, stimu

lation in peripheral areas evokes nerve impulses that are transmitted 

to three spinal cord systems. One system involves the substantia 

gelatinosa of the dorsal horn that functions as a gate control system. 

This system moderates the synaptic transmission of nerve impulses from 

peripheral fibers to central cells. The central control system of 

the dorsal column fibers influences the modulating mechanism of the 

gate control system. Finally, central transmission cells in the dorsal 

horn activate the action system that is responsible for response to 

and perception of pain (Kim, 1980). 

Pain research over the last 10 years has resulted in information 

about a group of peptides called endogenous opiates as they appear 

to have functions similar to opiates but are produced by the body itself 

(Armstrong, 1980). Endorphins, long lasting endogenous opiates, are 

found in many areas of the body - the pituitary gland, gastrointestinal 

tract, serum and central nervous system (Wilson & Elmassian, 1981). 

Enkephalins have short duration of activity and are found in the peri

pheral and central nervous systems (Armstrong, 1980). The endogenous 

opiates are released in response to pain and may reduce the emotional 

and motivational aspects of pain. They occupy pain receptor sites 

and prevent the transmission of pain information between neurons. 

Another peptide, substance P, is discussed in pain literature, but 

its function is not clear. However, it is thought to excite pain fibers 
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at high doses yet stimulates the release of endorphins at very low 

doses (Armstrong, 1980). 

Several studies were conducted that examined the occurrence 

and identification of pain in patients. Pain was the most frequently 

occurring nursing problem among patients in two studies in which a 

total of approximately 1800 nursing diagnoses and problems were reviewed 

(Martin, 1984; Silver, 1984). Suhayda and Kim (1984) did a retrospective 

study of 50 patient charts from medical and surgical intensive care 

units. Pain and discomfort was the second most frequently identified 

nursing problem in 66% of the cases reviewed. Kim, Amoroso-Seritella 

and Gulanick (1984) conducted a study with 158 patients with cardio

vascular problems on medical-surgical units that revealed Alteration 

in Comfort-Pain as the third most frequently occurring nursing diag

nosis. 

Nursing Interventions for 
Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

Roberts (1986) discussed nursing interventions to relieve acute 

pain in critically ill patients. Nursing interventions to decrease 

the intensity of pain and increase the patient's tolerance, facilitate 

meaningful sensory stimulation and reducing noxious stimulation. 

Distraction is one method that is accomplished through physical activity 

or autostimulation, such as singing and visualization. Physical activity 

may include ambulation, exercising the legs of a bedridden patient 

or touch (stroking, rubbing, or massaging). Verbalization and tele

vision are also forms of autostimulation that provide an escape for 

the patient in acute pain. Eliminating unnecessary noise in the 
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patient's environment and carrying out procedures as tactfully as 

possible are also helpful in the relief of acute pain (Roberts, 1986). 

Chest pain from angina is relieved with nitroglycerin that is 

usually ineffective in other types of chest pain (Procacci & Zoppi, 

1989). For this reason, nitroglycerin can be used to determine the 

etiology of chest pain. 

The goal of treatment in treating chest pain related to a myocar

dial infarction (MI) is rapid management of existing problems, such 

as relief of chest discomfort, nausea or vomiting, and dyspnea, while 

maintaining the balance between myocardial oxygen supply and demand 

(Woods, 1982). Another goal that is vital in treatment of a patient 

with chest pain related to an MI, is prevention or early detection 

of arrhythmias (Woods, 1982). Morphine is the drug used for relief 

of chest pain from an MI. This drug relieves severe chest pain, but 

also centrally interrupts reflexes that may worsen the cardiovascular 

state or induce life-threatening arrhythmias (Procacci & Zoppi, 1989). 

Bondestam, Hovgren, Johansson, Jern, Herlitz and Holmberg (1987) discus

sed the effectiveness of morphine for use in patients with chest pain 

associated with an MI. This study focused on pain assessment by 

patients and nurses in the early phase of acute myocardial infarction. 

The pain relieving effect of morphine without other nursing inter

ventions was not found to be substantial. It was suggested that morphine 

treatment would be more effective in conjunction with specific nursing 

interventions, such as progressive relaxation and breathing exercises. 

These interventions would attempt to reduce the emotional components 

of the pain experience (Bondestam, Hovgren, Johansson, et a!., 1987). 
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Actual Defining Characteristics 

Defining characteristics are defined as the signs and symptoms 

that have been accepted by NANDA and noted in the literature review. 

They must be present to formulate the nursing diagnosis of pain. The 

actual defining characteristics were validated in this study. 

Actual Nursing Diagnosis. 
Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

Actual Nursing Diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain is the 

nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain formulated from the Actual 

Defining Characteristics. Use of the nursing diagnosis Alteration 

in Comfort-Pain is dependent upon the presence of the defining charac

teristics as validated by this study. 

Actual Nursing Interventions for 
Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

The actual nursing interventions for Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

are determined by exploration of the nursing interventions noted in 

the study. The nursing interventions are those that are used by 

coronary care nurses if the nursing diagnosis for Alteration in Comfort-

Pain has been determined for the patient with chest pain. 

Relationships Among the 
Concepts and Constructs 

The constructs of Defining Characteristics, Nursing Diagnosis, 

and Nursing Interventions are expected to have a positive relationship 

from evaluation of the literature. The concept of Defining Character

istics of Alteration in Comfort-Pain is expected to have a positive 

relationship with the concept of Nursing Diagnosis Alteration in 
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Comfort-Pain. The concept of Nursing Interventions for Alteration 

in Comfort-Pain is expected to have a positive relationship with the 

concept of Nursing Diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain. The Actual 

Defining Characteristics should substantiate the formation of the Actual 

Nursing Diagnosis of Alteration in Comfort-Pain. The Actual Nursing 

Interventions for Alteration in Comfort-Pain are derived from the study. 

This study focused on the relationships at the operational level of 

the Alteration in Comfort-Pain Model. 

The process involved in studying the operational level relation

ships is outlined in the Data Collection Model for Validation of the 

Defining Characteristics of a Nursing Diagnosis (DCM) (Figure 2). 

The DCM illustrates that the defining characteristics for the nursing 

diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain must be identified in order for 

nursing to make the nursing diagnosis. The nursing interventions 

appropriate for the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain should 

be identified if the nursing diagnosis was determined. 

Clinical Retrospective Design 

Gordon and Sweeney (1979) proposed three models for the identifi

cation and validation of nursing diagnoses; the retrospective 

identification model, the clinical model and the nurse-validation model. 

These models have been the basis for nursing diagnosis research. 

The retrospective identification design uses the accumulated 

experiences of nurses by asking them to verbalize descriptions of health 

problems they have treated in the past (Gordon & Sweeney, 1979). With 

the clinical model, direct observations of patient behaviors are used 
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Figure 2. Data Collection Model for Validation of the Defining Characteristics of a Nursing 
Diagnosis 
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as the source of diagnostic labels. This model is used in the clinical 

setting (Gordon & Sweeney, 1979). The use of the nurse-validation 

model is to determine whether the cluster of defining characteristics 

associated with a nursing diagnosis label actually occurs in clinical 

practice and to clinically test previously identified nursing diagnoses 

(Woodtli, 1988b). 

The clinical-retrospective design represents a combination of 

the clinical model and the retrospective model. In this model, nurses 

use clinical data to identify nursing diagnoses and their defining 

characteristics from patient records or from observation at the time 

of patient care. The advantage of this design is that data obtained 

from patient records may be validated by a consensus panel retrospec

tively (Woodtli, 1988a). The clinical-retrospective design was used 

by Tidwell (1986) to validate the defining characteristics of the 

nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain. This study used defining 

characteristics of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

on a group of cardiovascular patients. 

Summary 

In this chapter the Alteration in Comfort-Pain Model that was 

adapted for the study was discussed. Specific definitions for each 

of the constructs, concepts and operational indicators of the model 

were delineated and the expected relationships were identified. A 

selected literature review was presented on the concepts and constructs 

of the study. The relationships of the operational indicators were 

the focus of the study. Finally, the clinical-retrospective design 
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for the validation of the defining characteristics was described as 

the model to be used for this study. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

The study was designed to validate the defining characteristics 

of the nursing diagnosis of Alteration in Comfort-Pain, more specifi

cally chest pain. The study also explored the nursing interventions 

that are implemented to resolve chest pain. This chapter presents 

the research design, setting, sample, data collection methods, instru

ments, and the data analysis plan. 

Research Design 

A descriptive and retrospective validation study design was 

used to identify the critical cluster of the defining characteristics 

of chest pain used by coronary care nurses in the clinical setting. 

The nursing interventions that are implemented by coronary care nurses 

to relieve the chest pain were also explored. The study used a 

clinical-retrospective design that represents a combination of the 

retrospective and clinical models as proposed by Gordon and Sweeney 

(1979). This design involves identification of the defining character

istics from clinical information in the patient's record. 

Setting and Sample 

A 10 bed combined Coronary Care and Medical Intensive Care Unit 

of a hospital in a Southwestern city was the setting used for this 

study. Patient records selected to be reviewed had the admitting 
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medical diagnosis of chest pain, angina or rule out myocardial infarc

tion (R/0 MI) for complaints of chest pain with admission to the 

coronary care unit (CCU). 

Criteria for selection into the study were: 1) male patients; 

2) initial onset of chest pain or the first recurrence of chest pain 

in the last six months; 3) no documentation of heart surgery within 

the past year; 4) medical diagnosis of chest pain, angina, or R/0 MI; 

and 5) admitted to the CCU. Only the records of the first 24 hours 

in the CCU were investigated in the study. 

The criterion for male patients was based on the large percentage 

of male patients at the institution where data were collected. The 

second criterion was determined to make the distinction from chronic 

pain. The third criterion was chosen to avoid confusion regarding com

plaints of chest pain with chest pain related to postoperative pain 

from heart surgery. The fourth and fifth criteria were determined 

to assist the medical record search for patients that fit the criteria 

for the study. 

Protection of Human Sub.jects 

This research proposal was approved by the Ethical Review 

Committee of the College of Nursing (Appendix A). Confidentiality 

and anonymity were assured as the data collection tool did not include 

patients' or nurses' names or the institution involved. The record 

number was used as a coded number for the study and known only to the 

investigator. Permission to conduct the study was also obtained from 

the Research Committee at the clinical setting (Appendix B). Finally, 
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permission to use Tidwell's Alteration in Comfort: Pain Assessment 

Tool (ACPAT) was obtained (Appendix C). 

Data Collection Plan 

Record Review 

A review of medical records with the admitting medical diagnosis 

of chest pain, angina or R/0 MI for complaints of chest pain was 

generated from medical records over the past year. Patient records, 

fitting the study's criteria, were reviewed until a total of 52 records 

were accrued. 

Data were collected by the investigator. Every coronary care 

unit admission nurses' notes, routine nurses' notes, and medication 

sheets for the first 24 hours were reviewed for identification of the 

defining characteristics upon which the nursing diagnosis Alteration 

in Comfort-Pain was determined or could be determined. The documented 

defining characteristics were checked off on the data collection instru

ment (ACPAT-CP). The documentation and appropriate use of the nursing 

diagnosis were also noted. Determination of the appropriate use of 

the nursing diagnosis was based on the documentation of the critical 

defining characteristic. If the nursing diagnosis was documented, 

then the nursing interventions implemented were noted. 

Information from the patient record was used as the unit of 

analysis for the demographic data. The demographic data included 

patient age, marital status, ethnic origin, medical diagnosis, chest 

pain history (new or recurrence), history of heart surgery more than 

12 months prior to admission and the existence of chest pain on admis

sion to the CCU. Each defining characteristic on the admission sheet 
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or nurses' notes in the first 24 hours was the unit of analysis for 

the descriptive data. Each nursing intervention implemented following 

the determination of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

was the unit of analysis for the explorative data. 

Instruments 

Three data collection instruments were used in this study. 

Demographic information was recorded on the Demographic Instrument 

(DI) developed by the investigator for the study (Appendix D). The 

information recorded on this instrument verified that the established 

criteria for the study were met. 

The Alteration in Comfort-Pain Assessment Tool for Chest Pain 

(ACPAT-CP) was developed to document the defining characteristics of 

the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain specifically for chest 

pain. Documentation and appropriate use of the nursing diagnosis 

Alteration in Comfort-Pain were also noted on the instrument. The 

ACPAT-CP (Appendix F) was adapted from Tidwell's (1986) Alteration 

in Comfort-Pain Assessment Tool (ACPAT) and from a review of the litera

ture. Specific sources of information on the various descriptors of 

chest pain for this instrument were derived from Procacci and Zoppi 

(1989). The verbal and the nonverbal indicators for determining the 

existence of chest pain were from Parrish (1981) and Clark (1975). 

The Alteration in Comfort-Pain Intervention Instrument (ACPII) 

was developed by the investigator for an exploration of the nursing 

interventions implemented to resolve chest pain (Appendix H). This 

instrument was created from a review of the literature. Nursing 
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interventions were categorized into independent, interdependent and 

dependent according to Roberts' (1988) discussion of the nursing 

activities in the critical care areas. The specific nursing interven

tions for chest pain were derived from Johanson, Dungca, Hoffmeister 

and Wells (1985) and Holloway (1984). 

Validity and Reliability 

Content validity has been described by Lynn (1986) as the deter

mination of the content representativeness of the items of an 

instrument. With a panel of five or fewer experts, all must agree 

on the content validity for their rating to be considered a reasonable 

representativeness of the universe of possible ratings (Lynn, 1986). 

Content validity of the instruments for this study was judged 

by a panel of experts in the field of cardiovascular nursing. Eight 

Master's prepared nurse experts were asked to offer comments on the 

construction and content of the instruments. Specific revisions were 

made based on the recommendations of the experts. Following revision 

of the instruments, three Master's prepared cardiovascular nurse experts 

were asked to evaluate the revised instruments for clarity and complete

ness of content. Also, redundancy and omissions of items were determined 

by the nurse experts. The items were rated by each nurse expert on 

a scale of one (irrelevant) to four (extremely relevant and succinct). 

Items with any ratings less than three were eliminated from the instru

ment. 

Interrater reliability in the use of the DI, ACPAT-CP and ACPII 

was assessed. To estimate interrater reliability, the investigator 
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and one trained Master's prepared nurse rater used the instruments 

independently on the same five patient records. The institution chosen 

for interrater reliability was a different institution than the one 

for the study. A criterion of .80 was used for interrater reliability. 

Item by item, each of the defining characteristics must have an 80% 

agreement for the same record of each of the records examined. The 

percent agreement was the same for each of the items noted in all the 

instruments. 

Intrarater reliability was also assessed in the use of the DI, 

ACPAT-CP and ACPII. To determine intrarater reliability, the investi

gator reexamined a previously reviewed chart every 15 charts to note 

if similar results were calculated. A criterion of .80 was used for 

intrarater reliability. The percent agreement was the same for each 

of the items noted in all instruments for the four records that were 

examined. 

Data Analysis Plan 

Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the demographic 

data and the defining characteristics were calculated as frequencies. 

The defining characteristics with the frequencies greater than or equal 

to 75% became the critical cluster for the nursing diagnosis (Fehring, 

1986). The defining characteristics with frequencies less than 75%, 

but equal to or above 50% were labeled as minor defining characteristics 

(Fehring, 1986). Analysis of the exploratory data or the nursing inter

ventions was calculated as frequencies and percentages. Determination 

of calculations was verified by one trained assistant. 
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Summary 

The methodology was described in this chapter. The clinical-

retrospective design, sample and setting, data collection procedure, 

and data analysis plan were discussed. Also, determination of the 

validity and reliability of the data collection instruments were 

examined. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

The content validity and reliability instrument results are 

presented in this chapter. Also, results from the Demographic Instru

ment, Alteration in Comfort: Pain Assessment Tool for Chest Pain, and 

Alteration in Comfort: Pain (Chest Pain) Interventions Instrument are 

displayed. Finally, the results related to the research questions 

are presented. 

Validity and Reliability 

Instruments 

Initially, eight cardiovascular nurse experts with a Master's 

degree offered comments on the construction and content of the instru

ments. Following revision based on these comments, three cardiovascular 

nurse experts rated each of the items on a scale of one (irrelevant) 

to four (extremely relevant and succinct). Items with ratings less 

than three were deleted from the instrument. 

These three experts agreed on all of the items on the Demographic 

Instrument (DI). On the ACPAT-CP, the experts agreed on all the items 

except for C88 motion and C90 position. In the revised tool, motion 

and position factors were deleted and the characteristics were renum

bered (Appendix G). On the ACPII the experts agreed on all items, 

except 118 health teaching. One nurse expert suggested that this item 
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be clarified, thus specific examples were included with this item on 

the revised tool to define the intent (Appendix I). 

Interrater Reliability 

To assess interrater reliability the investigator and one trained 

Master's prepared nurse used the instruments on five medical records. 

Eighty percent agreement for each item on all records examined by the 

reviewers had to be achieved. 

The Demographic Instrument (DI) presented some problems in the 

initial record review. The specific marital status category for 

separated was not an accepted medical record classification so the 

separated marital status was eliminated from the DI. The other rater 

had difficulty with three of the categories: new onset versus chest 

pain recurrence, history of heart surgery, and time elapsed following 

admission. Revisions were made on the DI to clarify the intent of 

the categories (Appendix E). The category regarding chest pain was 

numbered (1) for new onset chest pain and (2) for recurrence of chest 

pain more than six months prior to this admission. The category 

regarding heart surgery was changed to a "yes" or "no" question. If 

the medical record reported heart surgery more than 12 months prior 

to this admission, then "yes" was noted. The last category on the 

DI "time elapsed following admission" was changed to "chest pain on 

admission - yes or no". It was difficult to determine how much time 

had elapsed since admission, and the exact time frame was not a critical 

factor in the study. The established criterion was chest pain within 

the first 24 hours of admission. 
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Following revision, the percent agreement of the five charts 

completed met the 80% criterion. There was complete agreement on the 

revised DI, and the nursing diagnosis and appropriateness questions 

of the Alteration in Comfort: Pain Assessment Tool for Chest Pain 

(ACPAT-CP). On the defining characteristics of the ACPAT-CP, there 

was an 80% agreement on the five records reviewed. There was complete 

agreement on the times of all but one record. The Alteration in Com

fort: Pain (Chest Pain) Intervention Instrument (ACPII) had an 85% 

agreement of the five records reviewed. There was complete agreement 

on every item on all but one record because an intervention was omitted 

by one of the reviewers. 

Intrarater Reliability 

Intrarater reliability was assessed by the investigator on the 

three instruments during data collection. The investigator reviewed 

a previously examined record every 15 records to note if similar results 

were obtained. 

Fifty-two records were reviewed. Of the 52 records, four were 

reviewed for intrarater reliability. There was 90% agreement between 

the two reviews of the four records. Four items were omitted in the 

first review. 

Demographic Instrument Results 

Frequencies and percentages were calculated on the demographic 

variables and dispersion figures were noted. The results indicated 

that the average age was 64 years (s.d. = 11.08). The majority of 

the patients were married (n=24; 46%), but 39% of the records had no 
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indication of the marital status (n=20; 39%). The most commonly noted 

ethnic status was caucasian (n=43; 83%). The medical diagnosis noted 

the majority of the time was rule out myocardial infarction (n=40; 

77%). In the majority of the reviewed records, the chest pain was 

recurrent (n=39; 75%) versus new onset of chest pain (n=13; 25%). 

The records reviewed had either no documented history of heart surgery 

or no heart surgery less than 12 months prior to the noted admission. 

All of the patient records had documentation of chest pain upon admis

sion to the coronary care unit. 

The demographic variable age was compared with the variables 

marital status (Table 2) and ethnic status (Table 3). The demographic 

variable medical diagnosis was compared with the variable new onset 

chest pain versus recurrent chest pain (Table 4). 

Alteration in Comfort-Pain Assessment 
Tool for Chest Pain Results 

The results of the ACPAT-CP (Table 5) indicated that there was 

always a documented verbal complaint of chest pain, but not a specific 

descriptor of that pain. The most frequently documented descriptor 

was based on a rating scale (n=20; 39%). The other specific verbal 

descriptors of chest pain occurred zero to five times per record 

(0% - 10%). Defining characteristics documented with the highest 

frequency, excluding verbal descriptor, were not accepted NANDA defining 

characteristics for pain. These characteristics included dyspnea 

(n=16; 31%); anxiety (n=13; 25%); radiation (n=11; 21%); and diaphoresis 

(n=10; 19%). The NANDA defining characteristics were documented from 

zero to six times per record (0 - 12%). These included postural 



Table 2. Marital Status by Age of the Sample (n=52) 

Marital ! Status 

Single Married Widowed Divorced Missing Total 
Age n % n % n % n % n % n % 

30-39 - - 2 67 - - - - 1 33 3 100 

40-49 - - 2 100 - - - - - - 2 100 

50-59 - - 3 38 1 12 - - 4 50 8 100 

60-69 1 4 12 53 1 4 2 9 7 30 23 100 

70-79 1 7 5 36 - - - - 8 57 14 100 

80-95 - - - - 2 100 - - - - 2 100 

Total 2 24 4 2 20 52 



Table 3. Ethnic Status by Age of the Sample (n=52) 

Ethnic Status 

American 
Caucasian Black Indian Hispanic Total 

Age n % n % n % n % n % 

30-39 2 67 1 33 - - - - 3 100 

40-49 2 100 - - - - - - 2 100 

50-59 7 88 - - - - 1 12 8 100 

60-69 18 79 1 4 1 4 3 13 23 100 

70-79 12 86 - - - - 2 14 14 100 

80-95 2 100 - - - - - - 2 100 

Total 43 2 1 6 52 
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Table 4. Medical Diagnosis by New Onset Chest Pain Versus Recurrence 
of Chest Pain (n=52) 

Medical Diagnoses New Onset 

n • % 

Chest Pain 

Recurrence 

n % 

Total 

n % 

R/0 Myocardial 
Infarction 

Chest Pain 

Angina 

22 

67 

31 

2 

6 

78 

33 

100 

40 100 

6 100 

6 100 

Total 13 39 52 



Table 5. Defining Characteristics of Chest Pain Present in Nurses' 
Notes (n=52) 

Defining Characteristic Frequency Percent 

CI * verbal descriptor 52 100 
C2 aching 1 2 
C4 band-1ike 1 2 
C5 burning 2 4 
C8 cramping 1 2 
Cll dul 1 1 2 
CI 6 fulIness 1 2 
CI 9 heaviness 4 8 
C24 numbness 2 4 
C27 pressing 4 8 
C28 pressure 2 4 
C29 rating (1-0) 20 39 
C30 ripping 1 2 
C31 sharp 2 4 
C38 tightness 5 10 
C39 tingling 3 6 
C41 throbbi ng 1 2 

C43 anxiety 13 25 
C46 cough 2 4 
C47 diaphoresis 10 20 
C48 dyspnea 16 31 
C51 nausea 2 4 
C52 pallor 2 4 
C53 palpitations 1 2 
C54 radiation 11 21 
C55 syncope 1 2 
C56 vomiting 1 2 
C59 * postural readjustment 1 2 
C61 * heart rate changes 6 12 
C62 * BP changes 5 10 
C63 * respiration changes 3 6 
C76 * impaired thoughts 1 2 
C88 physical activity 2 4 

Total 180 

Note. The * represents the NANDA defining characteristics and the 
dotted line represents the conclusion of the specific verbal 
descriptors. 
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readjustment (n=1; 2%); impaired thoughts (n=5; 10%); and heart rate 

changes (n=6; 12%). 

The NANDA categories not evident on any of the records reviewed 

were distraction behavior, alteration in muscle tone, narrowed focus, 

self focusing, and facial mask of pain (Table 6). Two non-NANDA cate

gories, associated symptoms and aggravating factors, were documented 

with a higher frequency than many of the NANDA categories. Associated 

symptoms occurred from zero to four times per record (0-46%) and 

aggravating factors occurred from zero to one time per record reviewed 

(0-4%). 

In the record review, documentation of the nursing diagnosis 

Alteration in Comfort: Pain was noted (Table 7). The majority of the 

charts reviewed had the nursing diagnosis charted (n=35; 67%). Thus, 

the documentation of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain 

was appropriate for every chart (n=35; 67%). 

In summary, the ACPAT-CP results demonstrated that a verbal 

descriptor of chest pain was in all the charts reviewed, however, 

specific descriptors of chest pain were not always documented. The 

most frequent descriptor of chest pain was based on a rating scale. 

The other defining characteristics that occurred with some frequency 

were dyspnea, anxiety, radiation and diaphoresis, but not more fre

quently than 31% of the time. The nursing diagnosis Alteration in 

Comfort-Pain occurred the majority of the time and was appropriate 

when documented. 



Table 6. NANDA Categories of Defining Characteristics Number per Record (n=52) 

Number of Defining Characteristics/Record 

NANDA 
Categories n 

0 

% 

1_ 

n % 

2 

n % 

3 

n % 

4 

n 7o 

Total 

n 

1 

% 

Verbal 
Descriptor 13 25 28 54 10 19 1 2 52 100 

Guarded Behavior 51 98 1 2 — — - 52 100 

Autonomi c 
Responses 42 82 6 12 4 8 — — - 52 100 

Distraction 
Behavior 52 100 52 100 

Alteration in 
Muscle Tone 52 100 52 100 

Narrowed Focus 52 100 52 100 

Altered Time 
Perception 50 96 2 4 — — — — - - 52 100 

Self-Focusing 52 100 52 100 

Facial Mask 
of Pain 52 100 52 100 
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Table 7. Nursing Diagnosis Present in Nurses' Notes and Appropriate
ness Established (n=52) 

Frequency Percent 

Nursing Diagnosis Present 35 67 

Appropriate Usage 35 67 
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Alteration in Comfort-Pain (Chest Pain) 
Intervention Instrument Results 

The results of the ACPII indicated that there were 125 inter

ventions identified on the 35 charts that had the documented nursing 

diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain (Table 8). The most frequent 

category of the interventions was interdependent interventions for 

relieving chest pain (n=76; 61%). The specific type of intervention 

in this category was other, which was determined to be monitoring 

functions or an EKG (n=30; 86%). Oxygen therapy (n=18; 51%), narcotic 

analgesics (n=13; 37%), and NTG titration (n=12; 34%) were also 

frequently used interdependent interventions. Dependent interventions 

were also used frequently in relieving chest pain (n=44; 35%). 

Alpha/beta blockers (n=12; 34%); NTG SL or patch (n=10; 29%); calcium 

channel blockers (n=9; 26%); and Isordil (n=8; 23%) were the most 

frequently documented dependent interventions. The other category 

of dependent interventions included Reglan, Sucrafate and Lidocaine 

cocktail. Independent interventions were charted less frequently (n=5; 

4%), with bedrest being the most noted independent intervention (n=2; 

6%). The results of the ACPII also indicated that the majority of 

the charts had one to two documented interventions per record (n=!1; 

31%) (Table 9). These interventions were interdependent, however, 

there were frequently one to two dependent interventions charted per 

record (n=8-10; 23-29%). 
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Table 8. Interventions Frequencies and Percentages Based on Number 
of Records and Number of Interventions 

Records Interventions 
Percent Percent 

Interventions Frequency (n=35) (n=125) 

Independent 

11 Decrease noise 1 3 .8 
12 Reassurance 1 3 .8 
14 Relaxation 1 3 .8 
18 Bedrest 2 6 1.6 

Total 5 4.0 

Interdependent 

119 Antacids 1 3 .8 
120 Anti-anxiety med. 2 6 1.6 
122 Narcotic analgesic 13 37 10.4 
124 NTG IV (titrate) 12 34 9.6 
125 Oxygen 18 51 14.4 
127 Other 30 86 24.0 

Total 76 61.0 

Dependent 

129 Alpha/Beta Blocker 12 34 9.6 
130 Calcium Channel Bl. 9 26 7.2 
132 STK or TPA 2 6 1.6 
133 NTG SL or Patch 10 29 8.0 
134 Isordil 8 23 6.4 
135 Other 3 9 2.4 

Total 44 35.0 

Total Interventions 125 100.0 

Note. n=35 as 17 records had no documentation of the nursing diagnosis 
Alteration in Comfort: Pain. 



Table 9. Category of Interventions per Medical Record (n=35) 

Number of Interventions 

Category 

0 

n % 
1 

n % 

2 

n % 

3 

n % 

4 

n % 

5 

n % 

Total 

n % 

Independent 31 89 3 8 1 3 - — - - 35 100 

Interdependent 1 3 11 31 11 31 6 17 5 15 1 3 35 100 

Dependent 11 31 10 29 8 23 6 17 _ — - - 35 100 

Note. n=35 as 17 charts had no documentation of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: 
Pain. 
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Results Related to Research Questions 

Question #1 

What are the major and minor defining characteristics of the 

nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain in adult patients with 

chest pain the first 24 hours in the CCU? Prior to data collection 

it was determined that defining characteristics with frequencies greater 

than or equal to 75% became the major defining characteristics for 

the nursing diagnosis. The major defining characteristic was the verbal 

complaint of chest pain with or without a specific description of the 

pain (n=52; 100%). The minor characteristics were determined to be 

those defining characteristics with frequencies less than 75% but above 

50%. None of the defining characteristics met this criterion. The 

highest percent noted from the other defining characteristics had only 

a 31% occurrence. 

Question #2 

From a review of the defining characteristics for Alteration 

in Comfort; Pain, what are the critical defining characteristics 

specific for chest pain? The verbal descriptor of chest pain (n=52; 

100%) is the critical defining characteristic that must be present 

for the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain (chest pain) 

to be made. 

Question #3 

When presented with a patient with signs and symptoms of chest 

pain compatible with established defining characteristics of the nursing 

diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain, do nurses make the appropriate 
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diagnosis? In the majority of the charts reviewed, the nursing diagnosis 

Alteration in Comfort: Pain was documented for patients with complaints 

of chest pain (n=35; 67%). It was determined that the nursing diagnosis 

was appropriate when it was charted based upon the documented defining 

characteristics (n=35; 67%). 

Question #4 

What are the nursing interventions that are initiated, if the 

nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort: Pain in patients with chest 

pain has been determined? Interdependent interventions were initiated 

the most frequently (n=76; 61%) with monitoring and EK6 the most fre

quent interdependent interventions (n=30; 86%). Independent 

interventions were documented less frequently (n=5; 4%). 

Summary 

The results indicated that the average patient in the study 

was a 64 year old caucasian male admitted to the CCU with the medical 

diagnosis of rule out myocardial infarction for recurrent chest pain. 

The critical defining characteristic that was identified for the nursing 

diagnosis of Alteration in Comfort-Pain was the verbal descriptor of 

chest pain. The results also indicated that the majority of nurses 

do make the appropriate nursing diagnosis of Alteration in Comfort-

Pain based upon the documented defining characteristics. Finally, 

the results also revealed that the most frequent interventions that 

are instituted to relieve chest pain are interdependent interventions. 

The discussion of the findings are addressed in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Discussion of the study sample, instruments, and research 

questions are presented in Chapter V. Limitations of the study, 

recommendations for further study, and implications for nursing are 

also discussed. 

Study Sample 

Based upon the results, the majority of patients noted in the 

medical record review were married caucasian men. The patients were 

between 60 and 69 years of age, admitted to the CCU with the medical 

diagnosis of rule out myocardial infarction for recurrent chest pain. 

The criterion regarding recurrent chest pain not less than six months 

prior to the reviewed admission was difficult to adhere to as many 

of the patients had frequent admissions to the CCU for complaints of 

chest pain. Due to the limited chronically ill patient population, 

recurrent chest pain not less than six months prior to admission was 

changed to recurrent chest pain without specification. Overall, because 

of the homogeneity of the sample in gender and ethnicity, generaliza

tions cannot be made about the results. 

Instruments 

There was beginning content validity for the Demographic Instru

ment (DI), Alteration in Comfort: Pain Assessment Tool for Chest Pain 

(ACPAT-CP) and Alteration in Comfort: Pain (Chest Pain) Intervention 
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Instrument (ACPII). Interrater and intrarater reliability results 

were acceptable for all three instruments. The DI and ACPI I were new 

instruments so validity and reliability may be improved by use in 

further studies. The ACPAT-CP was adapted from a previous instrument 

so strength may be based upon its history. However, the tool was 

revised to meet specifications of the present study so application 

in another study may improve the revised instrument's strength. 

Research Questions 

Question #1 

What are the major and minor defining characteristics of the 

nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain in adult patients with 

chest pain the first 24 hours in the CCU? 

The major defining characteristic was the verbal complaint of 

chest pain. This finding is consistent with NANDA's major defining 

characteristic for the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain. 

Minor defining characteristics are the supporting data to confirm the 

existence of a problem, however it is not necessary that they be present 

for the nursing diagnosis to be made. There was no defining character

istic that occurred with frequencies consistent with the pre-established 

criterion. NANDA's list of minor defining characteristics that include 

categories of guarding behavior, self focusing, narrowed focus, distrac

tion behavior, facial mask of pain, alteration in muscle tone, and 

autonomic responses were documented infrequently. The non-NANDA minor 

defining characteristics that included associated symptoms (i.e., 
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anxiety, diaphoresis) and aggravating factors (i.e., coughing, physical 

activity) were documented more often, however the frequency was not 

consistent with the pre-established criterion for minor defining 

characteristics. 

Defining characteristics were defined in the conceptual framework 

as the signs and symptoms that have been accepted by NANDA and noted 

in the literature review. They must be present to formulate the nursing 

diagnosis of pain. The major defining characteristic or verbal descrip

tor of chest pain, as accepted by NANDA and noted in the literature 

review, was present when the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-

Pain was made. 

The results are also discussed in relation to the Data Collection 

Model (Figure 2). The general major defining characteristic is the 

verbal descriptor of pain, which is consistent with the specific major 

defining characteristic; the verbal descriptor of chest pain. However, 

the general minor defining characteristics were not consistent with 

specific minor defining characteristics as the documented minor defining 

characteristics did not meet the pre-established frequency criterion. 

Question #2 

From a review of the defining characteristics for the nursing 

diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain, what are the critical defining 

characteristics specific for chest pain? 

Critical defining characteristics are the major criteria for 

diagnostic judgment and are almost always found when the nursing diag

nosis is present (Gordon, 1987). Based upon the documented defining 
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characteristics, the verbal complaint of chest pain was the critical 

defining characteristic by which the nursing diagnosis Alteration in 

Comfort-Pain was based. This is consistent with the results of Tidwell's 

study (1986) that indicated the critical cluster of defining character

istics included a verbal descriptor, however the critical cluster also 

included guarded behavior, distraction behavior, and facial mask of 

pain which is not consistent with the present study. 

Question #3 

When presented with a patient with signs and symptoms of chest 

pain compatible with established defining characteristics of the nursing 

diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain, do nurses make the appropriate 

diagnosis? 

In the conceptual framework of Alteration in Comfort-Pain Model 

the sequence of documentation was expected to flow from defining charac

teristics to the nursing diagnosis. The results indicated that defining 

characteristics of chest pain were present when the appropriate nursing 

diagnosis was documented in the majority of the reviewed charts. The 

remaining charts did have sufficient documentation to make the appro

priate nursing diagnosis, however assessment of the problem was either 

described in the nurse's own words or labeled with a medical diagnosis. 

In the Data Collection Model it was determined that the nursing 

diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain may be established for general 

pain. The results indicated that the nursing diagnosis Alteration 
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in Comfort-Pain was found to be documented for a specific type of pain, 

i.e., chest pain. 

Question #4 

What are the nursing interventions that are initiated, if the 

nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain in patients with chest 

pain has been determined? 

In the charts that had the documented nursing diagnosis Altera

tion in Comfort-Pain, interdependent interventions were charted most 

often. The interventions were chiefly monitoring activities or an 

EKG with chest pain. Dependent interventions were documented less 

frequently and independent nursing interventions were very seldom 

documented. One may assume that independent interventions were rarely 

instituted or independent nursing interventions had become so ingrained 

into nursing care, that nurses did not consider them notable inter

ventions. 

In the Alteration in Comfort-Pain Model the interventions were 

expected to flow from the nursing diagnosis, based upon the suspected 

etiology. However, the etiology was rarely documented with the nursing 

diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain. It can only be assumed the 

etiology was known to the nurse for interventions to be planned but 

not documented. Another assumption may be the nurse planned the inter

ventions without knowing the etiology of the chest pain, which would 

make one question the scientific basis of such actions. 

Once the nursing diagnosis Alteration in Comfort-Pain is estab

lished, the Data Collection Model indicated that interventions are 
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instituted. In the literature review interventions were discussed 

for general types of pain. The results of the present study indicated 

that interventions are also instituted to resolve a specific type of 

pain, i.e., chest pain. 

As the interventions were usually interdependent actions 

involving monitoring activities, the problem of chest pain may actually 

be considered a collaborative problem rather than a nursing diagnosis. 

This statement may be based on Carpenito's (1987) discussion that 

collaborative problems are physiological complications that nurses 

use monitoring skills to note onset so they can collaborate with 

medicine to provide treatment. If independent nursing interventions 

were instituted more often and documented to relieve chest pain, a 

nursing diagnosis would be a more accurate description of the problem 

of chest pain. 

Operational Relationships 

The results indicated that the documentation of the actual 

defining characteristics of Alteration in Comfort-Pain for Chest Pain 

will lead to the documentation of the actual nursing diagnosis of 

Alteration in Comfort-Pain for Chest Pain if the signs and symptoms 

are identified as defining characteristics of the nursing diagnosis 

Alteration in Comfort-Pain. Therefore, the relationship may be positive 

or negative depending upon nurse's interpretation of the signs and 

symptoms. The relationship of actual nursing diagnosis of Alteration 

in Comfort-Pain for Chest Pain to the actual nursing interventions 

for Alteration in Comfort-Pain for chest pain is positive, as once 
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the nursing diagnosis has been determined the nursing interventions 

are planned accordingly. However, the etiology was not always documented 

so it was difficult to determine if the interventions were appropriate 

for the specific etiology. 

Limitations of the Study 

The limitations of the study that may have affected data collec

tion involved sampling and time factors. Sampling was achieved by 

requesting specific medical diagnoses from the medical records super

visor. A list of patients with the requested medical diagnoses over 

a one year period was generated through the institution's computer 

system. Patients, admitted with a different medical diagnosis, may 

have complained of chest pain during their admission, transferred to 

the CCU and had been overlooked. Also, the criteria were so specific 

that the number of medical records that fit the guidelines was limited. 

Overall, fewer medical records were accrued than anticipated. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

1. Recommendations for further study include using a larger 

sample with more diverse ethnic and gender groups. It would be interes

ting to note if similar results would be attained with a more diverse 

sample. 

2. It is recommended that a similar study be conducted in an 

institution that admits more acutely ill patients with chest pain. 

3. Further research of the nursing diagnosis Alteration in 

Comfort-Pain may investigate other types of pain, such as headaches 

or abdominal pain for example. The defining characteristics of acute 
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versus chronic pain have been investigated, but the defining character

istics of specific types of pain have not been researched. 

4. Further research is recommended to explore the nursing inter

ventions that are instituted to relieve specific types of pain as 

attempted in the present study. Also, an investigation into the 

sequence of interventions instituted to relieve the different types 

of pain could be explored. 

5. Research is recommended to discover why nurses are negligent 

in documenting the problem solving process. The results of this 

research may reveal solutions to this problem. 

Implications for Nursing 

The implications for nursing may be the development of standar

dized nursing interventions for different types of pain. The development 

of standardized nursing interventions, based upon nursing research, 

may strengthen their scientific basis in the professional community. 

Another implication derived from the present study would be 

more staff education on nursing diagnoses versus collaborative problems. 

Nurses need to realize that not every patient problem is strictly a 

domain of nursing nor can every problem fit the description of a nursing 

diagnosis. However, nursing should take credit for the recognition 

and treatment of the patient problems they encounter, and labeling 

interdependent problems as collaborative problems is a solution to 

the dilemma. 

Staff education should also emphasize documenting the etiology 

with nursing diagnoses. One can only assume that the nurse understands 
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what is influencing the problem. If the etiology is known, nursing 

should take credit for this knowledge as it will substantiate the inter

ventions they have initiated to relieve the problem. If the etiology 

is unknown to the nurse, the fact should be documented to understand 

the diversity of interventions the nurse has considered to rule out 

different etiologies. 

Finally, staff education should stress thorough nursing documen

tation of assessment, existing defining characteristics, nursing 

diagnosis with the appropriate etiology, interventions and results 

of the treatment plan. The emphasis on documentation may encompass 

quality assurance concerns. Forms need to be developed that enable 

nurses to document the problem solving process with little time and 

effort. Time may be an important factor in the absence of thorough 

documentation. With the present forms, the time used charting may 

be better spent with the patients rather than the medical record. 

Summary 

Chapter V provided a discussion of the results of the study. 

Recommendations for further research may confirm the results of the 

present study and avoid the previously discussed potential errors in 

future studies. However, more thorough nursing documentation is advo

cated to illustrate the problem solving process nurses use to plan 

patient care. Complete nursing documentation enables nurses to take 

credit for the thought behind their actions and substantiates the 

nursing interventions instituted to solve the problem. 
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DATE: August 22, 1989 

RE: Hunan Subjects Review: "Hursing Diagnosis—Alternation in Comfort-Pain: 
Validation of the Defining Characteristics and 
Exploration of the Hursing Interventions" 

Your project has been reviewed and approved as exempt from University review by the 
College of Hursing Ethical Review Subcommittee of the Research Cacxoitte* and the 
Director of Research. A consent form with subject signature is not required for 
projects exenpt from full University review. Please use only a disclaimer format 
for subjects to read before giving their oral consent to the research. The Human 
Subjects Project Approval Form is filed in the office of the Director of Research if 
you need access to it. 
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DEMOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

Patient Age 

Marital Status 

Ethnic Origin 

Medical 
Diagnosis 

Chest Pain 
-new onset 
-recurrence 

History of 
heart surgery 
-months prior 
to admission 

Time Elapsed 
Followi ng 
Admission (hours) 

TOTAL 

LEGEND 

S = Single M = Married SP = Separated 
W = Widowed D = Divorced 

C = Caucasian B = Black 
AI = American Indian 0 = Other 
H = Hispanic 

Medical Diagnosis R/0 = Rule Out Myocardial Infarction 
C/P = Chest Pain 
A = Angina 

Marital Status 

Ethnic Origin 
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DEMOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

Patient Age 

Marital Status 

Ethnic Origin 

Medical Diagnosis 

Chest Pain 
(New onset or 
recurrence) 

Heart Surgery 
> 12 months prior 
to admission? 
(Yes or No) 

Chest Pain on 
Admission to CCU? 
(Yes or No) 

TOTAL 

LEGEND 

Marital Status 

Ethnic Origin 

S = Single 
W = Widowed 
0 = Unknown 

M = Married 
D = Divorced 

C = Caucasian 
AI = American Indian 
H = Hispanic 
B = Black 

Medical Diagnosis R/0 = Rule Out Myocardial Infarction 
C/P = Chest Pain 
A = Angina 
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ALTERATION IN COMFORT-PAIN ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR CHEST PAIN 

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

VERBAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CI* verbal descriptor 

C2 achinq 
C3 annoying 
C4 band-like 
C5 burning 
C6 choking 
C7 constriction 
C8 cramping 
C9 crushing 
CIO deep 
CI 1 dull 
CI 2 discomfort 
CI 3 expanding 

sensation 
C14 excruciating 
CI 5 fatiquinq 
CI 6 fullness 
CI 7 gnawing 
CI 8 gripping 
CI 9 heaviness 
C20 Inability to 

breathe 
C21 knifelike 
C22 knot 
C23 nauseating 
C24 numbness 
C25 oppressive 
C26 piercing 
C27 pressing 
C28 pressure 
C29 rating (1-10) 
C30 ripping 
C31 sharp 

TOTAL 

* Defining characteristics approved by NANDA 
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DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

C32 soreness 
C33 squeezing 
C34 stabbing 
C35 stranglinq 
C36 tearinq 
C37 tenderness 
C38 tightness 
C39 tingling 
C40 tiring 
C41 throbbing 
C42 clenched fist 

over chest 

ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS 

C43 anxiety 
C44 apprehension 
C45 chills 
C46 cough 
C47 diaphoresis 
C48 dyspnea 
C49 fever 
C50 indigestion 
C51 nausea 
C52 pallor 
C53 palpitations 
C54 radiation 
C55 syncope 
C56 vomiting 

GUARDED BEHAVIOR 

C57* (guarded behavior) 
C58* flexion response 
C59* postural read.iust 

TOTAL 

* Defining characteristics approved by NANDA 



DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

AUTONOMIC RESPONSES 

C60* (autonomic response) 
C61* heart rate changes 
C62* BP changes 
C63* respiration changes 
C64* dilated pupils 

DISTRACTION BEHAVIOR 

C65* (distraction behaviot ) 
C66* pacinq 
C67* body repositioning 
C68* restlessness 

ALTERATION IN 
MUSCLE TONE 

C69* (alteration in 
muscle tone) 

C70* muscle tension 
C71* listlessness 

NARROWED FOCUS 

C72* (narrowed focus) 
C73* withdrawal 
C74* very still 

ALTERED TIME 
PERCEPTION 

C75* (altered time 
perception) 

C76* impaired thoughts 

TOTAL 

* Defining characteristics approved by NANDA 
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DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

SELF FOCUSING 

C77* (self focusing) 

FACIAL MASK OF PAIN 

C78* (facial mask 
of pain) 

C79* facial qrimace 
C80* eves lackluster 
C81* beaten look 
C82 absence of 

verbal report 

AGGRAVATING FACTORS 

C83 couqhinq 
C84 eating or after 

heavy meal 
C85 emotional stress 
C86 exposure to cold 
C87 inspiration 
C88 physical activity 
C89 smoki nq 
C90 swallowinq 
C91 yawninq 

TOTAL 

* Defining characteristics approved by NANDA 

(self focusing) parenthesis designates a category 

Q1. Nursing Diagnosis 
Alteration in 
Comfort-Pain 
yes/no 

Q2. Appropriate use 
of Nursing Dx. 
Alteration in 
Comfort-Pain 
yes/no 

TOTAL 
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ALTERATION IN COMFORT-PAIN ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR CHEST PAIN 

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

VERBAL CHARACTERISTICS 

C1# verbal descriptor 

C2 achinq 
C3 anno.vinq 
C4 band-like 
C5 burninq 
C6 chokinq 
C7 constriction 
C8 crampinq 
C9 crushinq 
CIO deep 
C11 dull 
CI 2 discomfort 
CI 3 expanding 

sensation 
CI 4 cruciatinq 
CI 5 fatiguing 
CI 6 fullness 
CI 7 gnawing 
CI 8 gripping 
CI 9 heaviness 
C20 inability to 

breathe 
C21 knifelike 
C22 knot 
C23 nauseating 
C24 numbness 
C25 oppressive 
C26 piercing 
C27 pressing 
C28 pressure 
C29 rating (1-10) 
C30 ripping 
C31 sharp 

TOTAL 

* Defining characteristics approved by NANDA 



DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

C32 soreness 
C33 squeezing 
C34 stabbinq 
C35 stranqlinq 
C36 tearinq 
C37 tenderness 
C38 tiqhtness 
C39 tinqlinq 
C40 tirinq 
C41 throbbinq 
C42 clenched fist 

over chest 

ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS 

C43 anxiety 
C44 apprehension 
C45 chills 
C46 couqh 
C47 diaphoresis 
C48 dyspnea 
C49 fever 
C50 indigestion 
C51 nausea 
C52 pallor 
C53 palpitations 
C54 radiation 
C55 syncope 
C56 vomiting 

GUARDED BEHAVIOR 

C57* (guarded behavior) 
C58* flexion response 
C59* postural read.iust 

TOTAL 

* Defining characteristics approved by NANDA 
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DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

AUTONOMIC RESPONSES 

C60* (autonomic response) 
C61* heart rate chanqes 
C62* BP chanqes 
C63* respirations chanqes 
C64* dilated pupils 

DISTRACTION BEHAVIOR 

C65* (distraction behavio r) 
C66* pacinq 
C67* body repositioning 
C68* restlessness 

ALTERATION IN 
MUSCLE TONE 

C69* (alteration in 
muscle tone) 

C70* muscle tension 
C71* listlessness 

NARROWED FOCUS 

C72* (narrowed focus) 
C73* withdrawal 
C74* verv sti11 

ALTERED TIME 
PERCEPTION 

C75* (altered time 
perception) 

C76* impaired thouqhts 

TOTAL 

* Defining characteristics approved by NANDA 
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DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

SELF FOCUSING 

C77* (self focusing) 

FACIAL MASK OF PAIN 

C78* (facial mask 
of pain) 

C79* facial qrimace 
C80* eyes lackluster 
C81* beaten look 
C82 absence of verbal 

report 

AGGRAVATING FACTORS 

C83 couqhinq 
C84 eating or after 

heavy meal 
C85 emotional stress 
C86 exposure to cold 
C87 inspiration 
C88 physical activity 
C89 smoking 
C90 swallowing 
C91 yawning 

TOTAL 

* Defining characteristics approved by NANDA 

(self focusing) parenthesis designate? a category 

Ql. Nursing Diagnosis 
Alteration in 
Comfort-Pain 
yes/no 

Q2. Appropriate use 
of Nursing Dx. 
Alteration in 
Comfort-Pain 
yes/no 
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ALTERATION IN COMFORT-PAIN (CHEST PAIN) INTERVENTION INSTRUMENT 

INDEPENDENT INTERVENTIONS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

EMOTIONAL 

11 Eliminating 
unnecessary noise 

12 Reassurance 
13 Reduce emotional 

stress 
14 Relaxation 

techniques 
15 Spiritual guidance 
16 Listeninq 

PHYSICAL 

17 Assistance with 
positioning 

18 Bedrest 
19 Changes in position 
110 Local heat 

application 
111 Massaging 

RESTRICTIONS 

112 Dietary 
restrictions 

113 Limited 
vi sitation 

114 Reduce physical 
activity 

115 Smoking 
restrictions 

TEACHING 

116 Breathing 
exerci ses 

117 Health teaching 
118 Other independent 

i nterventions 

TOTAL 
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ALTERATION IN COMFORT-PAIN (CHEST PAIN) INTERVENTION INSTRUMENT 

INTERDEPENDENT INTERVENTIONS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

119 antacids 
120 anti-anxiety 

medi cation 
121 codeine 
122 narcotic 

analqesic 
123 nebulizer 

treatment 
124 nitroglycerin IV 

(titration) 
125 oxyqen therapy 
126 Tylenol or ASA 
127 other 

interdependent 
i nterventions 

DEPENDENT INTERVENTIONS 

128 anti-inflammatory 
medi cation 

129 alpha/beta blockers 
130 calcium channel 

blockers 
131 steroids 
132 streptokinase 

or TPA 
133 nitroglycerin 
134 other dependent 

interventions 

TOTAL 
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ALTERATION IN COMFORT-PAIN (CHEST PAIN) INTERVENTION INSTRUMENT 

INDEPENDENT INTERVENTIONS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

EMOTIONAL 

11 Eliminating 
unnecessary noise 

12 reassurance 
13 reduce emotional 

stress 
14 relaxation 

techniques 
15 spiritual quidance 
16 listeninq 

PHYSICAL 

17 assistance with 
positioninq 

18 bedrest 
19 chanqes in position 
110 local heat 

application 
111 massaqinq 

RESTRICTIONS 

112 dietary 
restrictions 

113 limited 
vi sitation 

114 reduce physical 
activity 

115 smoking 
restrictions 

TEACHING 

116 breathing 
exercises 

117 health teaching 
risk factors 
dietary changes 
stress reduction 

118 other independent 
i nterventions 

TOTAL 
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ALTERATION IN COMFORT-PAIN (CHEST PAIN) INTERVENTION INSTRUMENT 

INTERDEPENDENT INTERVENTIONS RECORD NUMBER 

TOTAL 

119 antacids 
120 anti-anxiety 

medication 
121 codeine 
I22 narcotic 

analgesic 
123 nebulizer 

treatment 
124 nitroglycerin IV 

^titration) 
125 oxyqen therapy 
126 Tylenol or ASA 
127 monitor/EKG 
T28 other 

interdependent 
i nterventions 

DEPENDENT INTERVENTIONS 

129 anti-inflammatory 
medication 

130 alpha/beta blockers 
131 calcium channel 

blockers 
132 steroids 
133 streptokinase 

or TPA 
134 nitroqlycerin 
135 isordil 
136 other dependent 

interventions 

TOTAL 
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